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Now the company has been presented with an opportunity that could possibly add to their product line,
increase return on investment, and create a more profitable business model The external environments that
must be considered by the companies are remote environment, industry environment, and operating
environment. External environmental analysis helps you prepare for any surprises that may come now and in
the future. Australia is currently experiencing a period of economic growth. What external environment
general, industry and competitive segments do you think BP considered or did not consider prior to their
drilling off the Gulf coast. Jockeying for Position The type of the intense rivalry is related to the presence of a
number of factors: competitors are numerous or are roughly equal in size and power, industry growth is slow,
the product or service lacks of differentiation or switching costs, fixed costs are high or the product is
perishable creating strong temptation, capacity normally is augmented in large increment, exit barriers are
high, and the rival are diverse in strategies, origins, and personalities. In this paper we will analyze the trends
and ethics Trends A. In defining industry boundaries is very difficult task. Contending Forces Every industry
has an underlying structure, or a set of fundamental economics and technical characteristics, that gives rise to
these competitive forces. These factors are lead how the company doing the business. Organisations in
Australia, similar to those in other developed economies, are also struggling with changing workforce
demographics, changing nature of work, incorporating and utilizing the rapid advances in technology, and
addressin And also how they make design of their business strategies is based on the conviction that a
company able to anticipate future business condition will improve its performance and profitability. I plan to
look at each of these areas in turn. Johor Bahru city receives about 16 million tourists annually Wonderful
Malaysia. They developed coffee drinks, low-fat options and healthier products. This leads many managers,
particularly in less-powerful or smaller firm to minimize long-term planning, which requires a commitment of
resources. The threat of new entrants is high due to loss of patent; competition along with disenfranchised
former employees can copy the product. The environmental awareness has become the starting point of the
environment analysis. Innovative new machines such as robots are able to do the job of the human more cost
effectively and to a higher, more consistent standard. The company developed different products to reach a
larger and more diverse audience. Although some coral reefs may retain their physical structure, most still lose
some of their framework due to physical disturbances Coker, Pratchett and Munday. Increasingly stringent
rules around air and water pollution, recycling and waste management mean that production sites need to
continue to invest in these areas to keep up with legislation. What should the wedding business owners now
consider in their external environment. It is necessary for a firm to analyse and respond to the competitive
environment due to the constantly changing nature outside the business. These considerations are ongoing as
they affect the profitability of the Business. Economic-Increased franchise fees and royalties, rising operating
costs. In recent years the high company tax regime in the UK has led to Companies like Cadbury moving parts
of their business to other countries where the taxes are lower. Having developed a preliminary concept of the
industry executives flush out its current component. To ensure the right decisions made, they must complete
external and internal analysis. China's global competitive environment, outsourcing Till , the United Nations
in July the development of national service outsourcing to a survey, China's service outsourcing industry has
great potential for foreign direct investment. There are three parts to the business environment.


